
I-move
A height adjustable rounds trolley with storage that is light and easy to move in tight 
spaces.

Key Benefits

Compact & simple: Light, easy to move and 
unobtrusive in tight spaces is the perfect 
partner to make sure your nursing rounds are 
efficient and easy.
Tech support: Upgrade your I-move to support 
any and all of your IT requirements required for 
the job.
Safe & secure: Option to add a Kensington lock 
to restrain valuable laptop hardware to keep 
safe as well as cable management options.

Why Buy?
The i-move is an affordable and height adjustable 
rounds trolley. When it comes to moving laptops, 
tablets or simply pens and paper along with other 
clinical items, the only practical solution has been 
the traditional metal dressing trolley. 
How good would it be to have a trolley that is light 
and easy to move, unobtrusive in tight spaces and 
that you can comfortably sit or stand at? Coupled 
with this is a convenient storage shelf and our ability 
to customise the top size and shape to totally suit 
your requirements!
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I-move

Storage space
Convenient storage space with retaining 
lip across the front.

Customisable
Use our standard work surface or 
customise to suit your specific 
requirements.

Height adjustable
Simply squeeze the lever under the top 
and effortlessly adjust to your desired 
work height.

Storage compartment
Add a removable stainless steel storage 
compartment for cables / pens etc.

Power supply holder
Securely hold a laptop power supply for 
easy charging.

Kensington lock
Restrain valuable laptop hardware to 
keep it safe.

Add your IT
Add your own holders to suit the specific 
IT hardware in use.

Specifications

Size: Compact, easy to clean top - 550mm wide x 
560mm deep
Height adjustable: From 840mm to 1140mm
Storage size: Convenient 100mm storage space 
with lip

Product Codes
I-Move Trolley; MCT-IM-LHA
Removable Storage Container - MCT-IMA-SC
Power Supply Holder - MCT-IMA-PCH
Kensington Lock - MCT-IMA-KL
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